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CORE DESIRED FEELINGS
W O R K S H E E T

1. How do you want to feel in your life?  
Do a stream- of- consciousness riff: concepts, words, feelings, images.  
This is about optimal, positive, nourishing, and good—very good—feelings.  
Put them all on paper. Let a tsunami of desire flood you. Invest in yourself. 
Want what you want. Go. 
 
 
 

feelings: sensations; emotions; inner states;  
consciousness; inner world. 

goal: everything you work toward; the objective of your  
strategy; the whole point.

PATTERN RECOGNITION 
Study your list of desired feelings. Read it over a few times. Read it out loud 
if you’re inclined. Sleep on it. Take it for a walk. What jumps out at you, feels 
warm, feels yes!, feels really important and valuable? Identify the words or 
concepts that really turn you on. 
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The objective of this exercise is to narrow down your list to three to 
five desired feelings. Whittle it down; make some tough choices. Having a 
tough time choosing between, say, creative and artistic, or strong and pow-
erful? Try this: Look up the definitions of words. Each word is its own planet, 
and knowing the actual definition and origin can be instantly illuminating. 

Repetitive questioning. This is a potentially annoying, galvanizing little mind 
trick: Keep asking yourself how a feeling feels. Get underneath its skin.  
Like this: 

1. So, what does confidence feel like?  
(Answer with the first thing that comes to mind.) “It feels like winning.” 

2. What does confidence feel like?  
“It feels like certainty.”
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3. What does confidence feel like?  
“It feels like . . . clarity.”

4.  
 
 

5. Five to ten accomplishments or experiences that will make me feel 
this way:  
 

Bingo. What you really desire to feel is clarity.

Write each word you’re considering on its own sticky note, even if it’s ten words. Stick 
them on the fridge for a day, or around your computer monitor, and see how they make 
you feel. You’ll start to see how confidence is really summed up with the word strong, or 
how beautiful, classy, and elegant are present in one word: graceful. Toss the sticky notes 
that don’t make the cut and see what you’re left with after a few days.  

Set a deadline for yourself. “By Saturday, I’ll be clear on my core desired feelings and that’s 
that.” Don’t sweat it. This isn’t a test. You can change your mind later, have an aha mo-
ment, and recalibrate it all when you wake up.
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6. Three things I will do today to generate these feelings:  
 

7. Three things I will do this week to generate these feelings:  
 

8. Three things I will do this quarter to generate these feelings: 
 

9. Three people to collaborate with who help me feel this way: 

ACT THE WAY YOU WANT TO FEEL 
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